
The Fourth Grade Newsletter 
Apple Creek Elementary                            October 22-26 , 2018 

Language Arts 
Reading     

Our essential question in reading this week is, 
"How are all living things connected?". This 
week students will be working on determining 

main idea and key details and summarizing 

the text.  Vocabulary words are: crumbled, 
droughts, ecosystem, extinct, flourished, 

fragile, imbalance, and ripples. The quiz 
over the story will be Thursday, Oct. 25.  

Grammar - We will be learning about irregular 
plural nouns this week.  

Spelling - Words this week all have three letter 

blends. They are: shred, script, straps, 

sprang, throb, shriek, screw, strand, 
splashing, throat, shrimp 

Writing     Students will be working on 
informational writing. This will go right into 
our district writing. 

Science     
In Science this week, we will continue our 

Ecosystem Unit. We will be describing how 
ecosystems are based on interrelationships 

among and between biotic and abiotic factors. 
We will continue to observe our ecosystems we 

build in class. We will also begin to identify and 
describe how changes in an organism’s 

environment are sometimes beneficial to its 

survival and sometimes harmful. 

 

Social Studies      
In Social Studies this week, we will continue our 

map unit. We will continue to describe the 
physical and economic characteristics of the 

northern, southern, and western regions of the 
United States in the early 1800s. The 

Geography test will be Tuesday, October 
23rd. We will then begin our prehistoric Indian 

unit. We will be explaining how interactions 

among prehistoric peoples resulted in both 
cooperation and conflict. We will be explaining 

the culture of the prehistoric Indians. We will be 
participating in an archaeology dig to 

understand how archaeologists learn about the 

past.  
                       
  

Everyday Mathematics 
                Lessons 2.10 – 2.13 

Next week, students will classify triangles by 

angle properties. Then they will classify 
quadrilaterals by properties including length 

of sides, angles and whether sides are parallel 
or perpendicular. We will learn about line 

symmetry in nature, objects and shapes. 
Finally, there will be a review of “What’s My 

Rule?” We will analyze those patterns.  

The Unit 2 Test will be Monday, October 
29. 

 
It is important for your child to know 

multiplication facts to mastery!  

Upcoming Events  

 
Tuesday, Oct. 23 – Geography test 

Thursday, October 25. Reading quiz 

Friday, October 26 – Grade cards sent home 

 

Monday, Oct. 29 – Unit 2 Math Test 

Thursday, Nov 1 – Reading calendar is due. 

Quote of the Week  -   
“When you know better, you do better.” – Maya Angelou 



  

  

 


